Light Filed Render and Optimization for Measurable 3D Depth Perception Interaction
ABSTRACT - The main benefit of 3D display over 2D display, beyond the obvious ability to create a more lifelike character
with perception of depth, is that different depth-scenes of sight presentation on 3D display device can be controlled by
adjusting the disparity structure of multiview content for a realistic visual experience [1]. However, most of the existing
approaches are often reproducing a sub-optimal multiview content for inferior 3D display productions. Lei et al. [2] shifted
each view image respectively by computing disparity separately, but the errors of disparity acquisition make it extremely hard
to maintain a smooth motion parallax. Recently, a dense light filed controlling method [3] solved the rough-shifting disparity
problem by adjusting the slope of linear structures in epi-polar plane image (EPI). However, the view images in the each rebuilding dense light filed are usually severely twisted due to the discrete rendering for each EPI, and cannot be measurable.
As a result, no turnkey solution exists for reproducing high quality 3D light filed for accurate depth perception interaction. In
this paper, through minimizing a global spatially regularized energy functional in a novel non-convex optimization framework,
we introduce a novel approach to render and optimization light filed playing up to users’ depth perception requirements
through a voice interaction system, based on a RGBD inputting image, aiming at controlling measurable visual presentations
with fidelity 3D scenes.
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MAJOR TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION - schematic of the technique is shown in Figure 1 below. A 3D light filed, created from

a set of multiview images, is presented as 𝑳𝑭(𝒚, 𝒙, 𝑽). 𝑽 denotes the discrete number of views and 𝑽𝑹𝑮𝑩 represents the reference
image 𝑰𝑹𝑮𝑩 ’s sequence view number. A planar 𝒙– 𝑽 cut represents epi-polar plane image (EPI). 𝒍(𝒚′ , 𝒙′ , 𝑽𝑹𝑮𝑩 ), which passes
through the point 𝒑(𝒚′ , 𝒙′ , 𝑽𝑹𝑮𝑩 ) on 𝑰𝑹𝑮𝑩 , denotes the linear structure in EPI. And the slopes 𝒌 of all the linear structure is
calculated as: 𝒌 = 𝑓 ∙ 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒/𝑧 − 𝑘′, where 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 is the baseline of adjacent cameras (in Figure 2(a)), 𝑓 denotes the camera
focal length and 𝑧 represents the depth for 𝑰𝑹𝑮𝑩 ’s each pixel.
𝑘′out ofis acquired according to the users’ depth perception requirements.
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Fig 1. The
schematic of the technique.

We use a regulariser comprising a weighted Huber norm over the gradient of the final light filed 𝑳𝑭, 𝜔 ||𝛻𝑦,𝑥 𝐿𝐹(𝑦, 𝑥, 𝑉)|| , which
𝜀 ) and
ensures un-twisted view images in 𝑳𝑭 for high quality 3D display, where 𝜔 ∝ ∇𝑰𝑹𝑮𝑩 (𝑦′, 𝑥′) ((𝑦 ′ , 𝑥 ′ ) ∈ 𝒍(𝒚′ , 𝒙′ , 𝑽𝑹𝑮𝑩
′
′
(𝑦, 𝑥) ∈ 𝒍(𝒚 , 𝒙 , 𝑽𝑹𝑮𝑩 )). The resulting energy functional therefore contains a non-convex photometric error data term and a convex
regulariser:
2
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, which can be solved by a similar scheme in [4].
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Fig 2. (a). The capture process when acquired the RGBD images; (b). Depth scenes’ calculation: 𝐷𝑒_𝑠 and 𝐷𝑒_𝑚 represent the distances between viewer’s eyes to
screen and to displayed object 𝑚1 , respectively. And 𝑆 is the display scale between the display image size and the original view image size.
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Fig 3. (a). The relationship between 𝒌 and depth scenes; (b). Holes’ fill directions and pixels’ cover strategies.
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